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MPA/USPS-T35-13.  Please refer to your response to MPA/USPS-T35-7, where you 
state: 

In the process of rate design, I applied the proposed rates to a number of 
the co-palletized or co-mailed magazines to assess the postage impact.  
The purpose is to see if these publications would receive comparable, if 
not greater, incentives to continue efficient mail preparation and 
dropshipping, under the proposed rates. 
 
(a)  For each of the co-mailed magazines you analyzed, by what percentage 

would the postage “incentive” to co-mail (i.e., the postage difference between mailing 
the  magazine as a solo mailing and as part of a co-mail pool) increase under your 
proposal?  If you did not analyze the postage difference between mailing the magazine 
as a solo mailing and as part of a co-mail pool, how did you determine whether “these 
publications would receive comparable, if not greater, incentives to continue efficient 
mail preparation and dropshipping, under the proposed rates.” 

 
(b)  For each of the co-palletized magazines you analyzed, by what  

percentage would the postage “incentive” to co-palletize (i.e., the postage difference 
between mailing the magazine as a solo mailing and  as part of a co-palletization pool) 
increase under your proposal?  If you did not analyze the postage difference between 
mailing the magazine as a solo mailing and as part of a co-palletization pool, how did 
you determine whether “these publications would receive comparable, if not greater, 
incentives to  continue efficient mail preparation and dropshipping, under the proposed 
rates.” 

 
(c)  In your analysis, how did you determine the number of sacks that each 

magazine would use if entered as a solo mailing?  Please explain fully. 
 
(d)  In your analysis, how did you determine where the magazine would be 

entered if entered as a solo mailing?  Please explain fully. 

 
 


